


‘Liberal Arts at Winchester 
took me further than I could 
have imagined and proved to 
be an educational experience 
in the most profound sense. It 
gave me time to engage with 
the ‘big questions’. Real time 
to immerse myself in ideas and 
study; three years to read 
and think and write. The 
teaching on the program was, 
without exception, superb. The 
small course size enables 
tutors to both challenge and 
support students on a very 
individual basis, which I 
valued greatly. Modules are 
thoroughly thought 
through and, covering a 
remarkable range in content, 
they carefully balance 
breadth and depth, 
succeeding in holding the 
discipline of ‘set’ core texts 
whilst allowing for the 
freedom of personal interest 
to develop and grow.’



‘Liberal Arts at Winchester took me 
further than I could have 
imagined and proved to be an 
educational experience in the most 
profound sense. It gave me time to 
engage with the ‘big questions’. 
Real time to immerse myself in ideas 
and study; three years to read and 
think and write. The teaching on 
the program was, without 
exception, superb. The small course 
size enables tutors to both 
challenge and support students on 
a very individual basis, which I 
valued greatly. Modules are 
thoroughly thought through and, 
covering a remarkable range in 
content, they carefully balance 
breadth and depth, succeeding in 
holding the discipline of ‘set’ core 
texts whilst allowing for the 
freedom of personal interest to 
develop and grow.’
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‘Liberal Arts is a 
most remarkable 
program;a deeply 
profound, 
philosophical, 
educational, and 
vocation-inspiring 
experience. the 
tutors dedication, 
faith in learning, 
and care for each 
student is an 
inspiration.’ 



LIBERAL ARTS
A HIGHER EDUCATION

Liberal Arts (Latin: liberalis, free and ars, 
art or principled practice) can claim to be 
the oldest programme of higher 
education in Western history, learned 
and taught by such decisive figures as 
Aristotle and Augustine. Even though it 
has changed considerably over the last 
two and a half thousand years, it retains 
its original philosophical mission: to 
explore and think rigorously about the 
big questions; questions about life and 
death, about freedom, and about the 
search for meaning; in short, to explore 
the questions ‘why are we here’ and ‘how 
should we live?’




ANCIENT AND MODERN

Ancient liberal arts grew out of the study 
of philosophy in Ancient Greece. By the 
5th century liberal arts became 
formalised as the trivium (dialectic, 
rhetoric and grammar) and the 
quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, music 
and astronomy). Essentially, these seven 
subjects laid out the uniform laws of 
what could be known and achieved in 
the natural universe. After the 
Renaissance, the fine arts were often 
added.

As the only UK university to offer both undergraduate and postgraduate study in Liberal Arts 
we can support your interest in Liberal Arts from BA to MA and even PhD.  We are commited 
to being a seat of excellence for Liberal Arts Education, offering a vast array of skills which 
are transferable to multiple areas of society and industry. 



Our classes are small and teaching is dedicated towards your educational experience. 



Engage with ideas spanning humanities, the social and natural sciences and the fine arts.











Liberal Arts, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts and Drama, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts and English Literature, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts and History, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts and Sociology, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts, MA
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COURSES
UCAS

CODE



UCAS ENTRY

POINTS



Philosophy


Art


History


Science



Psycology


Politics


Sustainability


Cosmology



Sociology


Literature


Education


Religion



Technology


Poetry


Film


Culture



 Top 5 for overall student satisfaction




SMALL GROUP TEACHING




100% Agreed “The course is intellectually stimulating”

EXPLORE THE BIGGEST QUESTIONS WITH A DEDICATED 
TEACHING TEAM. LEARN IN SMALL SPECIALIST SEMINARS. 
GROW BEYOND YOUR OWN EXPECTATIONS. CHOOSE YOUR 
OWN AREAS OF INTEREST. ENJOY A PROFOUND INTELLECTUAL 
ADVENTURE.





Our modern Liberal Arts is no longer 
restricted to studying classical 
civilisations. It is able to explore modern 
civilisations and cultures, covering 
selected areas of enquiry in philosophy, 
the humanities, natural and social 
sciences, and the fine arts. Liberal Arts at 
Winchester explores ancient and modern 
ideas across the range of these 
intellectual areas.




OUR PHILOSOPHY

We seek to engage the free mind of the 
free thinker. On our programme students 
read and discuss some of the most 
important books and ideas from within 
Western culture and beyond. 



Thinking is the heart and soul of our 
programme. We push students even 
beyond their own expectations of 
themselves, but we are here to ensure 
students are supported as much as is 
needed.












‘The course is one of the most impressive I have 
encountered, challenging mechanical models of 
learning and offering a balanced experience of critical 
thinking in action. I regard it as being of great current 
importance in debates about the future and philosophy 
of Higher Education’



— Dr Rowan Williams, Master of Magdalene 
College, Cambridge University, 104th 
Archbishop of Canterbury.



















As the only UK university to offer both 
undergraduate and postgraduate study 
in Liberal Arts we can support your 
interest in Liberal Arts from BA to MA and 
even PhD.  We are commited to being a 
seat of excellence for Liberal Arts 
Education, offering a vast array of skills 
which are transferable to multiple areas 
of society and industry. 



Our classes are small and teaching is 
dedicated towards your educational 
experience. 



Engage with ideas spanning humanities, 
the social and natural sciences and the 
fine arts.











Liberal Arts, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts and Drama, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts and English Literature, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts and History, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts and Sociology, BA (Hons)


Liberal Arts, MA
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COURSES
UCAS

CODE



UCAS ENTRY

POINTS



Philosophy


Art


History


Science


Culture


Film




Psycology


Politics


Sustainability


Cosmology


Technology


Feminism



Sociology


Literature


Education


Religion


Poetry


Tragedy



EXPLORE THE BIGGEST QUESTIONS WITH 
A DEDICATED TEACHING TEAM. LEARN IN 
SMALL SPECIALIST SEMINARS. GROW 
BEYOND YOUR OWN EXPECTATIONS. 
CHOOSE YOUR OWN AREAS OF INTEREST. 
ENJOY A PROFOUND INTELLECTUAL 
ADVENTURE.





 Top 5 for overall 
student satisfaction




SMALL GROUP 
TEACHING




100% Agreed 

“The course is 
intellectually 
stimulating”

READ GREAT BOOKS. ASK BIG QUESTIONS. 
STUDY POWERFUL IDEAS. DISCOVER 
remarkable ANSWERS. EXPLORE YOUR 
BELIEFS. CHALLENGE YOUR OWN 
THINKING. WRITE YOUR OWN 
EDUCATION.





CAREERS

JOBS & WORK

YOUR FUTURE

94%




of our 2016/17 graduates (first degree and other 
undergraduate courses) were in employment and/or 
further study six months after completing their 
course (Destination of Leavers from Higher Education 
survey).






WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT in 2020


CREATIVITY - PERSUASION - COLLABORATION

Adaptability - EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE


Graduate EMPLOYMENT
 

Graduates are now working in various fields 
at graduate level and in senior positions



JOURNALISM MEDIA FINAnCE BANKING 
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE PERFORMING ARTS 
CHARITY NGO’s TEACHING NURSING




* Linked
In rep

ort d
ata 2020






“Banks need arts graduates to put humanity back 
into business” — The Times

"It's in Apple's DNA that technology alone is not 
enough. It's technology married with liberal arts, 
married with the humanities, that yields the results 
that make our hearts sing.” — Steve Jobs



HIGHER EDUCATION FIT FOR FUTURE

Technology and the global economy are 
evolving so fast no one can really predict 
what the future of work will look like. Some 
of the jobs our future graduates will go into 
don't yet exist. Regardless of such 
fastpaced change, we know that higher 
education, in particular our approach to it, 
will continue to play an important role for 
our graduates.



“The world no longer cares about what students 
know, but what they do with what they know.”

Tony Wagner, Harvard University



Liberal arts education has always tried to 
value education for its own sake, rather 
than as training in a specific subject 
discipline or as training for a specific job. 
We are committed to higher education as 
valuable in its own right, for the formative 
power that it can have on how we think 
about the world and about ourselves.



Our “Flourishing Education” in 
interdisciplinary learning develops effective 
graduates who are able to deal with 
uncertainty and plan ahead to succeed.  

“The Most Unexpected Workplace 
Trend Coming in 2020: the Return of 
the Liberal Arts” — INC.COM



And while Forbes magazine reports that 

studies show Liberal Arts gradutes “make 

more money” (Newton, 2020) we 

understand that in the face of global 

challenges some graduates are more 

motivated by social justice. 



In the global knowledge economy, 

employer demand for graduates with a 

liberal education is growing” (Harvard 

Business Review, 2019) and we support our 

graduates in developing their own vision of 

meaningful work and a fulfilling future.



Our graduates will successfully influence 

through their professional work and be 

ready to collaborate to improve a future 

world. Our education will push students to 

develop the resilience to succeed in the 

face of challenges outside the classroom – 

both during their studies and after 

graduation.



EDUCATION FOR GRADUATE SUCCESS 

At LinkedIn Learning, they recently 

surfaced data from their network of over 

660+ million professionals and 20+ million 

jobs to reveal the most in-demand skills of 

2020. Our liberal arts programme helps 

students to develop their top 5 skills of 

creativity, persuasion, collaboration, 

adabtability, and emotional intellegence.









‘The intelligence only grows and 
bears fruit in joy. The joy of 
learning is as indispensable in 
study as breathing is in running.’ 

— Simone Weil

A different kind of degree for a 
different kind of university 
education.

If you love to read and talk about ideas, if you 
ask questions about everything, if you find 
pleasure in reading and thinking, and if you 
like the challenge of working without subject 
boundaries, then Liberal Arts and its 
interdisciplinary study at Winchester will 
challenge you to learn even beyond your own 
expecatations. 



PROGRAMME TEAM

Dr Rebekah Howes

Professor Nigel Tubbs

Dr Elina Staikou

Dr Lawrence Harvey

Paul Key

Dr Simon Boxley

Dr Toni Biondi

Iain Tidbury

Catherine christensen




‘I have learned a great deal about good 
teaching and good learning ... this course is an 
immense asset ... such a precious and unique 
thing ... The care and encouragement given by 
teaching staff impresses me greatly’



— Dr Rowan Williams, Master of Magdalene 
College, Cambridge University, 104th 
Archbishop of Canterbury



mla.winchester.ac.uk

winchester.ac.uk/liberal-arts 
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   MOST
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